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Why
Wind power is an untapped resource in Iceland, despite the
fit of this resource within the highest wind power class in
Western Europe (Nawry et al, 2013).

If a submarine cable between Europe and Iceland should
become reality, the relatively high energy prices will support
more wind development.

In order to measure the performance of a wind farm within a
power system a tool that simulates and runs the system in an
optimal way is a necessity.

Why (continued)
Wind power can fluctuate drastically within the hour while the only
medium/long term tool in Iceland uses time steps of 1 week since that
was enough during its development.

A tool that does not aggregate cascades of reservoirs into one is also
desirable for future studies on the Icelandic power system (this is
routinely done for computational purposes).

Method
Two tools have been developed during the last
year and a half, a so called LP method (simplistic)
and recently an SDDP algorithm.

These methods find the optimal operational
decisions, given the historical inflows, wind
scenarios and other inputs.

Neither of these methods aggregate reservoirs
and the time resolution can be changed in both.
However, computation time is increased...

Method (continued)
Without hydro power, a current operation decision does not affect the
future to the same degree as when hydro power is present:
Demandt = Generated powert – Lossest + Curtailmentt (for all buses)
Iceland has a hydro dominated power system. Reservoirs states add
unlimited possibilities to an unknown future in which one time depends
on the next:
Volumet+1 = Volumet + inflowt – uset – spillt

(for all reservoirs)

Results, SDDP vs. LpSim
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Time

Ahead
My funding runs out in the end of December. From that day on I will be working part time for
Landsvirkjun, using same or similar models.
This week I’m sending in an extended abstract to the IEEE Transactions on Sustainable Energy.
This winter I will visit Sintef/NTNU, hopefully for some weeks, to start some research
collaboration. A few experts in the SDDP methodology work there.
Hopefully Landsvirkjun will be interested in results from the new SDDP program.

Validation
In Trondheim, it would be nice to do a comparison with their running SDDP program. Otherwise,
Landsvirkjun’s program could be compared against, although with limited features.

Thank you !

The need to get my hands dirty
Answer = Have you ever heard of a computational engineer?

if Answer == yes:
Have you ever heard of a computational engineer that never
wrote code that computes?

Initially I wrote an all-knowing, god-like code (LP). Unrealistic
since the future was known with 100% certainty.
Since October, a trained operator-like code has been in
development that addresses the mentioned good qualities
(previous slide). The methodology is called SDDP.

SDDP: Not written from scratch
Uses the same optimization model and the same data input processor.

It is like changing/rebuilding the engine of a car.

Actually, like adding a second engine since the old engine is still alive!

SDDP iterates between two phases until
a desired accuracy is reached
Phase I, simulation:
The power system is run in
weekly optimization steps,
following a recorded inflow
sequence.

Tangents
to the fcf
are added
Phase II, future cost estimation:
Given the volume states from Phase I, starting at
time step T and going backwards, the shadow price
of increased volume is calculated at every week and
inflow, dc/dv in order to piecewise linearly
approximate the future cost as a function of volume.

Recorded
volume
states

Features of both methods:
Time resolution can be easilly modified in steps of hours.

dH = [1,22,1]

dT = 1

Load modifier, average or by load duration curve
Wind modifier

(mean and st.dev conserved)

Spill binary variables
Minimum energy, minimum end volume and minimum load deposit.
Curtailment duration and uniform curtailment.

LP and SDDP
The code is now at around 3000 lines of code.

Computation time for T time steps and n inflows:
LP methodology is

n*O(T)

While SDDP is

k*T*O(n2)

-where k is the number of iterations
Phase I of SDDP gives an upper bound to the
operation cost while phase II gives a lower bound.
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Parallelization
Given the load, inflows and wind during a period T the old LP „engine“ found the optimal
operation of the power system by solving a single problem that contained all this information.
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In contrast, the SDDP engine typically knows only the week ahead values of the scenario and
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solves many small week ahead LP problems.

Commercial solvers do a fairly good job in distributing a large problem to multiple cores of a
CPU. Small problems, like those of SDDP, do not have the necessary size to harness many cores
of a CPU.
Initially the SDDP algorithm ran at around 25% CPU usage. After parallelization it often goes up
to 100%. The number of tasks is equal or close to the number of inflows and since inflows are in
the tens, the problem has good parallelable options.
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Preliminary results

